


We would like to thank all the breweries
for sponsoring our 5th Annual Beer Fest:

Each beer has a number associated to it. When ordering, 
please tell bartender beer number and requested size of 
pour. Must have official Wendover Beer Fest mug to partake 

in beer sampling.

STARTERS TALL BOY:
$20 - 25 tokens + 1 souvenir mug

RE-FILLERS LONG NECK:
$15 - 20 tokens

Mugs: $5         Tokens: $1 each

LARGE BAVARIAN PRETZEL
With beer cheese sauce and spicy mustard

$5.00

GERMAN BRATWURST
Bavarian pork sausage on a soft bun with sauerkraut 

and spicy mustard served with chips and a pickle.
$5.00

ALL BEEF HOT DOG
All beef hot dog served with chips and a pickle.

$5.00

*Can use tokens to purchase food items

ORDER BEER BY NUMBER

PACKAGES

FOOD MENU*

ABV = Alcohol by Volume
IBU = International Bitter Units

= SRM DRINK COLOR



Notes:

BONITO BLONDE ALE

An approachable beer, with some 
substance. Our Bonito blonde ale is 
inspired by our perma-sunny days. This 
brew draws you in with its golden color and 
soft malt character, while the light mouth 
feel and dry finish keeps you coming back. 
#ballastpoint

Year-Round

4.5% ABV          20 IBU

LAGER

Brewed with 100% 2-Row barley and a light 
touch of Apollo hops, Ballast Point lager 
is a refreshing choice for any occasion. 
Whether you’re docked or at sea, it’s 
the perfect companion for whatever 
destination lies ahead.  #ballastpoint

Year-Round

4.2% ABV          10 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 1

Beer# 2



Notes:

SPACE CAMPER COSMIC IPA

Space Camper Cosmic IPA is an 
exhilarating initiation into a mind-
bending alternate universe of India Pale 
Ales. Our brewers employ massive hop 
additions at the end of the boil, and 
during fermentation, to minimize up front 
bitterness and create a juicy IPA bursting 
with tropical fruit flavors and aromas of 
nectar and citrus.  #BoulevardBrewing

Year-Round

5.9% ABV          50 IBU

HOP HIGHWAY IPA

Named after California’s Highway 
78, this India Pale Ale was brewed in 
commemoration of the 50th Anniversary 
of the city of Vista. With plenty of Galaxy, 
Falconer’s Flight, Southern Cross and just a 
tad bit of Nelson hops, our latest IPA is truly 
sessionable. Aroma’s include grapefruit, 
passion fruit, and citrus.  #belchingbeaver

Year-Round

7.3% ABV          65 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 3

Beer# 4



SIPPIN' PRETTY SOUR ALE

More of a mantra than a beer, Sippin’ 
Pretty is our Fruited Sour Ale. Loaded with 
our unique blend of açai, guava, and 
elderberry, and balanced with a delicate 
addition of Himalayan pink sea salt, this 
beer pops with  a bright ruby color and a 
refreshing tart finish. So sit back, relax, and 
sip on something pretty. #odellbrewing

Year-Round

4.5% ABV          0 IBU

Notes:

SEMI SWEET HARD CIDER

A light, crisp cider with just a touch of 
sweetness. Honey in color with notes of 
bergamot orange, lemon and apple, this 
refreshing cider reveals hints of citrus and 
cinnamon on the palate. #SeattleCider

Year-Round

6.5% ABV          0 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 5

Beer# 6



WINDOWS UP IPA

Windows Up is a single IPA made with 
Mosaic and Citra hops. It pours a hazy 
straw color and is topped with bright white 
beer foam. Piney aromas mingle with 
fruity notes, while hints of citrus fruit and 
an overall lingering resinous quality lend 
a touch of complexity to this dank IPA. 
#alpinebeerco

Year Round

7.0% ABV          41 IBU

Notes:

IRISH RED

A non-traditional style of red. This beer 
is made with five types of grains and 
this complex style offers heavy malty 
overtone and superb caramel finish. 
This beer was created for the craft beer 
drinker and uses stronger hops in smaller 
quantities to temper higher alcohol 
content giving the Irish Red a smooth taste.  
#stoneyheadbrewing

Year-Round

5.8% ABV          36 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 7

Beer# 8



DAGGER FALLS IPA

Our award-winning flagship IPA boasts all of 
the big, bold flavors you would expect from 
a classic northwest IPA. Abundant citrus 
and pine hop aromas combined with a 
sturdy malt backbone makes Dagger Falls 
a favorite amongst hop-loving craft brew 
enthusiasts.  #sockeyebrew

Year Round

6.5% ABV          100 IBU

Notes:

TORPEDO EXTRA PALE

The first beer to feature our “Hop 
Torpedo”—a revolutionary dry-hopping 
device that controls how much hop aroma 
is imparted into beer without adding 
additional bitterness. Torpedo Extra IPA 
is an aggressive yet balanced beer with 
massive hop aromas of citrus, pine, and 
tropical fruit.  #sierranevada

Year-Round

7.2% ABV          65 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 9

Beer# 10



SUMMERFEST LAGER

Summerfest is a delightfully refreshing 
example of a traditional style lager 
beer. While lighter in body than our ales, 
Summerfest displays significant hop 
aroma and a tangy hop bite. The long 
lagering period adds a smoothness that 
makes this beer a great summertime treat. 
#sierranevada

Seasonal

5.0% ABV          28 IBU

Notes:

SECRET COVE MEXICAN LAGER

Named for Tahoe’s best kept secret, this 
Mexican Style Lager is best served ice cold 
on the beach, naked – that is, without a 
lime – it doesn’t need one. #10torr

Year-Round

5.6% ABV          17 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 11

Beer# 12



DAYMAN HEFE

A classic Germany-style wheat ale brewed 
for the hot days of summer. A heavy dose 
of wheat dance with mild fruit esters and 
low bitterness.  #10torr

Year-Round

5.1% ABV          10 IBU

Notes:

APPLE CIDER

Angry Orchard Crisp Apple Cider has a 
bright, crisp apple flavor, just like biting into 
a fresh apple. It is a perfect balance of 
sweetness and bright acidity from culinary 
apples and dryness of traditional cider 
making apples, resulting in a complex, 
yet refreshing, hard cider. Gluten Free. 
#AngryOrchard

Year Round

5.0% ABV          0 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 13

Beer# 14



DIRTY WOOKIE ALE

Our Dirty Wookie is a truly fun beer with 
loads of personality. We’ve set out to 
create a rich, big, and bold Brown Ale that 
seems to please just about everybody. 
With six distinct malts and generous late 
kettle hopping, the Dirty Wookie drinks very 
balanced with an amazing creamy mouth 
feel. #brewerscabinet

Year-Round

7.1% ABV          0 IBU

Notes:

PHASE CHANGE ALE

Phase Change is one juicy game changer, 
it's an unfiltered, wet-hopped ale packed 
full of lupulin-drenched Simcoe, Citra & 
Mosaic hops, then dry-hopped with Sabro 
& Cashmere. But wait…wet hops in Spring? 
Indeed! The brewers of Lagunitas have 
discovered a way to keep fresh hops fresh, 
in any season. Science!  #lagunitasbeer

Seasonal

7.4% ABV          60 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 15

Beer# 16



LITTLE SUMPIN' SUMPIN' ALE

Way smooth and silky with a nice wheatly-
esque-ish-ness. A truly unique style 
featuring a strong hop finish on a silky 
body. A hoppy pale wheat ale that is 
great for IPA fans but so smooth that the 
hefeweizen fans dig it too.  #lagunitasbeer

Year-Round

7.5% ABV          64 IBU

Notes:

AURA SOUR

Aura radiates a unique personality. A nod to 
warmer days and drinking with friends in the 
sunshine, Aura plays on the refreshing and 
complex flavors of guava and hibiscus. Tinted 
with hues of pink hibiscus and topped by an airy 
brilliant white head, this ale bursts with tropical 
aromas.  #payettebrewing

Year-Round

4.0% ABV          9 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 17

Beer# 18



RUSTLER IPA

Untamed, unpredictable and full of 
unforgettable character: that's a Rustler 
for you. This IPA's solid malt base quietly 
saunters in with a slightly spicy aroma, hints 
of sweet pine, citrus and apricot tones with 
American hops for a mildly bitter finish.  
#payettebrewing

Year-Round

6.2% ABV          65 IBU

Notes:

CHERRY WHEAT ALE

Crisp and fruity with a hint of honey, this ale 
brewed with Michigan cherries is light on 
the palate, yet full of surprising depth and 
flavor. The cherries contribute a tart fruit 
character, while a touch of honey adds a 
slight sweetness.  #samueladamsbeer

Year-Round

5.3% ABV          30 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 19

Beer# 20



SUMMER ALE

Our blend of orange, lemon & lime peels 
enhances the spicy, citrusy Hallertau 
Mittelfrüh Noble hops. Grains of paradise 
accent the crisp wheat character  with a 
subtle spice that finishes  clean. Iconic as it 
is refreshing, Summer Ale is just right for any 
summer day.  #samueladamsbeer

Seasonal

5.3% ABV          7 IBU

Notes:

HELL OR HIGH WATERMELON WHEAT

Hell or High Watermelon Wheat is our 
summer seasonal beer available from 
April through September in six pack cans 
and on draft. We start by brewing a classic 
American wheat beer, then add fresh 
melons for a straw-colored, delicious beer 
with a kiss of watermelon aroma and flavor.  
#21stamendment

Seasonal

4.9% ABV          17 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 21

Beer# 22



BACK IN BLACK IPA

Back in Black is our newest year-round 
beer available now in six pack cans and 
on draft. Brewed like an American IPA but 
with the addition of rich, dark malts, this 
beer has all the flavor and hop character 
you expect with a smooth, mellow finish.  
#21stamendment

Year-Round

6.8% ABV          65 IBU

Notes:

APPLE HARD CIDER

Ace Apple, CCC's flagship brand, is made 
with 100% pure, local apple juice giving it a 
fresh, natural taste and setting it apart from 
most other brands (not using 100% juice). 
#AceCider

Year-Round

5.0% ABV          0 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 23

Beer# 24



GINGER HARD CIDER

ACE Ginger is a premium hard cider made 
in the heart of Sonoma County’s apple 
orchards. It has the same dry fermented 
apple cider base we use to make our 
ACE Joker, with an added splash of fresh 
ginger. The ginger is subtle and refreshing! 
#AceCider

Seasonal

Notes:

SPACE BLOOD ORANGE CIDER

This unfiltered addition of ACE is to honor 
the owner, Jeffrey House’s wife who played 
Brea Tonnika in the cantina scene in the 
original Star Wars. Her picture is featured 
on the bottleneck. This limited edition cider 
comes in a clear bottle so you can see the 
vivid orange hue.  #AceCider

Year-Round

Notes:

Beer# 25

Beer# 26

6.0% ABV          0 IBU

6.9% ABV          0 IBU



PERRY CIDER

First released in 1996 ACE Perry is the first 
Perry cider to ever be made in California. 
This thirst quenching cider is refreshing 
and light. ACE Perry pairs well with spice 
foods and Asian cuisine.  #AceCider

Year-Round

5.0% ABV          0 IBU

Notes:

BERRY BURST HARD CIDER

Gluten-Free! Made with a blend of 
raspberries, blackberries and other wild 
berries for a unique taste experience.  
The intensely aromatic and deliciously 
sweet medley of flavors is balanced 
by a pleasantly tart and dry finish. 
#BerryBurstCider

Year-Round

4.8% ABV          2 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 27

Beer# 28



PRICKLY PINEAPPLE HARD CIDER

An exotic duet, this cider combines the 
juices from both prickly pear cacti and 
pineapples. Tickling the tongue, each sip 
brings forward a light and sweet taste like a 
refreshing piña colada.  #wyderscider

Year-Round

5.0% ABV          0 IBU

Notes:

GOLDEN MONKEY ALE*

A magical, mystical Monkey whose golden 
sole glows with the wisdom of the ages. This 
radiant ale is rich in the spirited tradition 
of Belgian-inspired brewing. Our Golden 
Monkey is both playfully delightful and 
profoundly satisfying. Exotic spice from the 
East rounds out this global journey to joy. 
#GoldenMonkey

Year-Round

Beer# 29

Beer# 30*

Notes:

9.5% ABV          25 IBU



SAN FRANPSYCHO IPA

A San Francisco collaboration brew, 
San Franpsycho IPA is a juicy mash-up 
of peach, apricot and aromatic hops. 
#RaiseYourAnchor

Seasonal

6.3% ABV          49 IBU

Notes:

FRESH SQUEEZED IPA

A juicy citrus and grapefruit flavor 
profile. As if fresh Citra and Mosaic hops 
were squeezed straight into the bottle. 
#DeschutesBrewery

Year-Round

6.4% ABV          60 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 31

Beer# 32



MIRROR POND ALE

A crisp, single-hop pale ale with floral and 
citrus notes from 100% Cascade hops 
and a smooth caramel malt character.  
#DeschutesBrewery

Year-Round

5.0% ABV          40 IBU

Notes:

AMERICAN BEAUTY PALE ALE

This psychedelic pale ale is brewed with 
granola and succulent wildflower honey, 
and boasts malty and sweet notes of 
honey, toasted grain and citrus. After one 
taste of American Beauty, there will be 
nothing left to do but smile, smile, smile! 
#dogfishhead

Year-Round

6.5% ABV          50 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 33

Beer# 34



805 BLONDE ALE

A light, refreshing blonde ale created for 
the laid back California lifestyle. Subtle 
malt sweetness is balanced by a touch of 
hops creating a versatile beer with a clean 
finish. #805Beer

Year-Round

4.7% ABV          20 IBU

Notes:

FLESH AND BLOOD IPA

Brewed with mouth-puckering lemon flesh, 
sweet orange peel and blood orange 
juice, Flesh & Blood balances the resinous 
hoppy characteristics of an American 
IPA with the explosive zesty fruitiness and 
subtle drying tartness of citrus to deliver 
a highly quaffable ale that’s incredibly 
unique and lovely to down the whole year 
round.  #dogfishhead

Year-Round

7.5% ABV          45 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 35

Beer# 36



RASPBERRY PROVINCIAL SOUR ALE

Our Ale Brewed with Raspberries. This 
delicious creation was truly a product 
of creativity, ingenuity, and luck.  Notes of 
lemon zest and tart raspberries. Pairs well 
with day drinking.  #funkwerks

Year-Round

4.2% ABV          0 IBU

Notes:

BITCHIN' BERRY ALE

A fruit-forward, a truly generous addition 
of real berries - never extracts - backed 
by a palate with hints of citrus, spice, and 
floral aromas. Boasts an aggressive, full 
berry flavor and aroma from seasonal 
blends of real raspberries, marionberries, 
and blackberries. Slightly-acidic balance 
alongside a light, soft malt base lets the 
fruit shine in this very harmonious brew.   
#greatbasinbrewing

Seasonal

5.2% ABV          15 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 37

Beer# 38



WITTY BITCH

A blend of two World Beer Cup® award-
winners, Bitchin’ Berry and Whoop-Ass 
Wit, this brew envelops you in fresh berry 
and citrus. From there, waves of coriander 
gently wash over your palate. It finishes 
crisp and clean with hints of berry 
sweetness.  #greatbasinbrewing

Seasonal

5.2% ABV          8 IBU

Notes:

"ICKY" IPA

Ichthyosaurs, Greek for "fish lizard," were 
reptiles that had fish and dolphin-like 
characteristics and ruled the ancient seas 
at the same time the dinosaurs roamed on 
land. The fossil specimens found in central 
Nevada swam some 217 million years ago.  
#greatbasinbrewing

Year-Round

6.4% ABV          46 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 39

Beer# 40



WATERMELON WHEAT

A refreshing watermelon ale that 
combines our Harvest Wheat with natural 
watermelon essence for exemplary 
aromatics while maintaining a light, crisp 
and refreshing flavors. Brewed with a 
combination of wheat and crystal malts; 
unfiltered.  #lostcoastbrewery

Year-Round

5.0% ABV          20 IBU

Notes:

VOODOO RANGER JUICIFER IPA

Brimming with citrus aromas from Galaxy 
and Citra hops, this moderately sweet and 
hazy IPA is devilishly juicy.  #newbelgium

Year-Round

7.7% ABV          50 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 41

Beer# 42



SWING SHIFT IPA

Unfiltered IPA brewed with Magnum, 
Citra and Mosaic hops that delivers a 
tropical fruit and crushed citrus punch.  
#pigeonheadbrewery

Year-Round

5.4% ABV          0 IBU

Notes:

1554 BLACK LAGER

A surprisingly bright taste and a dry, 
chocolaty finish -- one evocative of dark 
brews enjoyed in Belgian taverns 500 years 
ago. Not a porter, not a stout -- it's 1554.  
#newbelgium

Year-Round

6.0% ABV          21 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 43

Beer# 44



OUTBURST BERRY TART IPA

Outburst Berry Tart is an explosion of 
flavor brewed with the most adventurous 
beer lovers in mind. We took inspiration 
from the Northwest’s most popular 
Imperial IPA—Outburst—and added 
cranberries and black currants to give it 
an unparalleled, thirst-quenching tartness.  
#PyramidBrewingCo

Year-Round

6.5% ABV         55 IBU

Notes:

ARROGANT BASTARD ALE

This is an aggressive beer. You probably 
won’t like it. It is quite doubtful that you 
have the taste or sophistication to be 
able to appreciate an ale of this quality 
and depth. We would suggest that you 
stick to safer and more familiar territory—   
#arrogantbastard

Year-Round

7.2% ABV          100 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 45

Beer# 46



IPA

One of the most well-respected and best-
selling IPAs in the country, this golden 
beauty explodes with tropical, citrusy, 
piney hop flavors and aromas, all perfectly 
balanced by a subtle malt character.  
#StoneIPA

Year-Round

6.9% ABV         71 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 47

PEOPLE'S PILSNER

A Northern German-style Pilsner brewed in 
Davis, CA. This beer is brewed entirely with 
Weyermann Pilsner malt, true to the style. 
A special blend of Bavarian Hallertauer 
and Tettnang hops are used during 
brewing, adding to the clean finish. Winner 
of the coveted "Brewers Choice" award 
for 25 consecutive years and counting. 
#sudwerkbrew

Year-Round

5.3% ABV          35 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 48



Tokens purchased to the Wendover Beer Fest are final purchases & no refunds will be issued. The venue is 
outdoors,  event will be held rain or shine. Entry to the Wendover Beer Fest is for guests 21 years of age and 
older only. NO EXCEPTIONS. ID’s will be checked upon entry. All beer samples must be sampled from official 
Wendover Beer Fest mug. No outside glassware, food or beverages will be permitted. Management reserves the 
right to check any bags. Purchase of token does not guarantee availability of any specific beer offered by any 
specific brewery. By purchasing tokens & entering the venue, you assume all risk of violating the state law if 
you operate a motor vehicle while under the influence of an intoxicant and further waive & forever release & 
indemnify management as well as all sponsors, breweries, distributors, importers, vendors, participating charity, 
musicians, employees, volunteers & agents from any & all liability arising from the use of alcoholic beverages or 
acts of nature. You voluntarily assume all risks & dangers of personal injury & all other hazards arising from or 
related to the Wendover Beer Fest, whether occurring prior to, during or after said event.

Management reserves the right to deny entry to any guest appearing intoxicated upon arrival & remove any token 
holder, deemed intoxicated or unruly, without refund.  Please enjoy & drink responsibly!

FARMERS MARKET CITRUS GOSE

Refreshing and blooming the 
Farmers Market Citrus Gose Lager 
is a little sweet, a little salty, and a 
ray of citrus sunshine; this gose-
style lager brewed with fresh navel 
oranges from Rainwater Ranch in 
Winters, CA.  #sudwerkbrew

Limited-Time Release

Notes:

6.0% ABV          15 IBU

Beer# 49

FUNHOUSE LIME AND GINGER

The Fun House series are limited runs of 
small batch releases featuring a rotating 
blend of freshly fruited kettle sour brews. 
Remember...we don't stop playing 
because we grow old, we grow old 
because we stop playing! #sudwerkbrew

Limited-Time Release

4.5% ABV          5 IBU

Notes:

Beer# 50



1/4: 1 TOKEN          1/2: 2 TOKENS        FULL: 4 TOKENS
# BEER NAME ABV % IBU

1 Bonito Blonde Ale 4.5 20
2 Lager 4.2 10
3 Hop Highway IPA 7.3 65
4 Space Camper Cosmic IPA 5.9 50
5 Sippin' Pretty Sour Ale 4.5 0
6 Semi Sweet Hard Cider 6.5 0
7 Windows Up IPA 7.0 41
8 Irish Red 5.8 36
9 Dagger Falls IPA 6.5 100

10 Torpedo Extra Pale 7.2 65
11 Summerfest Lager (Seasonal) 5.0 28
12 Secret Cove Mexican Lager 5.6 17
13 Dayman Hefe 5.1 10
14 Apple Cider 5.0 0
15 Dirty Wookie 7.1 0
16 Phase Change Ale 7.4 60
17 Little Sumpin' Sumpin' Ale 7.5 64
18 Aura Sour 4.0 9
19 Rustler IPA 6.2 65
20 Cherry Wheat ALE 5.3 30
21 Summer Ale (Seasonal) 5.3 7
22 Hell or High Watermelon Wheat (Seasonal) 4.9 17
23 Back in Black IPA 6.8 65
24 Apple Hard Cider 5.0 0
25 Ginger Hard Cider (Seasonal) 6.0 0
26 Space Blood Orange Cider 6.9 0
27 Perry Cider 5.0 0
28 Berry Burst Hard Cider 4.8 2
29 Prickly Pineapple Hard Cider 5.0 0
30* Golden Monkey Ale* 9.5 25
31 San Franpsycho (Seasonal) 6.3 49
32 Fresh Squeezed IPA 6.4 60
33 Mirror Pond Ale 5.0 40
34 American Beauty Pale Ale 6.5 50
35 Flesh and Blood IPA 7.5 45
36 805 Blonde Ale 4.7 20
37 Raspberry Provincial Sour Ale 4.2 0
38 Bitchin' Berry Ale (Seasonal) 5.2 15
39 "Icky" IPA 6.4 46
40 Witty Bitch (Seasonal) 5.2 8
41 Watermelon Wheat 5.0 20
42 Voodoo Ranger Juicifer IPA 7.7 50
43 1554 Black Lager 6.0 21
44 Swing Shift IPA 5.4 0
45 Outburst Berry Tart IPA 6.5 55
46 Arrogant Bastard Ale 7.2 100
47 IPA 6.9 71
48 People's Pilsner 5.3 35
49 Farmers Market Citrus Gose (Limited-Time) 6.0 15
50 Funhouse lime and Ginger (Limited-Time) 4.5 5

PLEASE DRINK RESPONSIBLY

*N
ot available in Full
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